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Context - Despite its dryness (<2000mm/yr), Central Africa hosts the 2nd largest tropical forest bloc in the world.
Within a former project focused on northern Congo, the group pointed out speciftes in terms of levels and
seasonality of solar radiaton and cloudiness that might explain forests functonning.
Objectves / scientfc questons - DiCy-CA objectves were to engage the group on the analysis of the climate for
the whole Central Africa based on the diurnal scale and key variables for forests functonning : incoming solar
radiaton and rainfall, both controlled by cloudiness.
Main results :
1- Regionalisaton of Central Africa based on the diurnal cycles of   incoming solar radiaton and links with forests
traits → Philippon et al (2019)     :   
Using satellite estmates of hourly irradiance (CMSAF), we showed that the daily quantty and quality of light
considerably vary across Central African forests during the annual cycle: the uniqueness of western Central Africa
(WCA) and Gabon in partcular, with strongly light-defcient climates especially during the main dry season, points
out (Figure 1). Then, using an original map of terra frme forests established by CIRAD (9 diferent types) and
« random forests » approaches, we also found that « water-related » parameters (eg rainfall amounts, dry season
length) do not describe alone the distributon of forests types as well as solar radiaton related parameters alone.
2- Characterisaton of the dry season cloud cover in Western Central Africa → Dommo et al (2018)     :
Analyzing an ensemble of satellite products (SAFNWC) and surface cloud observatons (EECRA), we showed that in
June–September, WCA is covered by single-layered low stratform clouds. Despite an underestmaton of low
cloud frequency in satellite estmates at night, comparisons with surface observatons bring insights into the
distributon and diurnal cycle of low clouds. Both appear strongly infuenced by orography: to the west, the
coastal plains and the ocean-facing valleys have the largest cloud cover and a low-amplitude diurnal cycle with a
maximum cloud phase at 04.00 LT. To the east, across the windward slopes, plateaus, and downwind slopes, the
cloud cover becomes progressively reduced and the diurnal cycle has a larger amplitude with a phase at 10.00 LT.
3- Picture of diurnal rainfall regimes over Central Africa → Camberlin et al (2018)     :
We studied diurnal rainfall regimes using TRMM and PERSIANN estmates, and original high temporal resoluton
in-situ data of rainfall at a few weather statons. Late afernoon maxima dominate but signifcant deviatons exist
seasonally and regionally (Figure 2 early afernoon or night-tme/early morning are also observed) which partly
relate to an apparent propagaton of the rainfall phase (westward from the Rif highlands, seeward/landward
from the Atlantc coast). They likely refect moving disturbances, land-sea breeze, gravity waves. 
4-  Regional Climate Modeling for Central Africa with WRF and impact of vegetaton classes modifcaton      :
10 km Regional climate simulatons using WRF were carried out over 2014-2016, forcing WRF by ERA-INTERIM.
The basic confguraton (e.g. YSU for turbulence, WSM6 for microphysics, ...) led to very large biases (a factor of 2)
on the annual amount with unrealistc rainfall structures. Improved simulatons were obtained using
parameterizaton GF (Grell et al. 2013). The fnal results show a good ability to reproduce the annual rainfall cycle,
with a beter ft with the observaton than in simulatons carried out in other studies (Vondou and Haensler, 2017,
Fotso-Kamga et al., 2019). However, WRF stll retains a strong wet bias (~500mm on a regional annual average),
without improving the spatal distributon given by ERA-I. These results therefore did not enable us to carry out
simulatons whose surface felds would be modifed to take into account the Central African forests heterogeneity.
An in-depth study of parameterizatons would potentally allow us to understand the biases in these models
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before refning the surface forcing. 
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Figure 1     : frequency along the annual cycle of the 4 types of diurnal cycles (navy blue = obscure days, light blue = days
obscure in the morning, green = days obscure in the afernoon and yellow = bright days) for the Gabon. The June-September
main dry season is characterized by more than 70 % of « obscure » days (navy blue) in link with the presence of an extensive
low-level cloud cover. Lef-top corner = mean annual frequency of the 4 types of diurnal cycles.
Figure 2     : phase (3-hour period of peak rainfall) of rainfall from TRMM for January (lef) and July (right). Seasonal evolutons
in the phase and propagatve paterns from mid-afernoon to early morning are notceable. Dry pixels (<20mm/month) are
masked out .

Future of the project : DiCy-CA was focused on solar radiaton-cloudiness-rainfall in Central Africa at the diurnal
scale and their impact on forests traits and functonning. Further researches will focus on the western part of
Central Africa and its long June-September overcasted dry season in the framework on the ANR-PRCI project
« DYVALOCCA » : Dynamics, Variability and Bioclimatc efects of low-level clouds in western Central Africa
(htps://dyvalocca.osug.fr). DYVALOCCA is co-funded (~580k€) for 2020-2022 by the french and german research
agencies (ANR and DFG) and co-leaded by N PHILIPPON (IGE) and A FINK (IMK-KIT)  . Objectves are (1) to
understand the processes responsible for the formaton and dissipaton of low-level clouds at the diurnal scale, (2)
depict the seasonal, intra-seasonal and interannual variability of the low-level cloud cover and the regional
oceano-atmospheric forcings at play, and (3) evaluate ligth availability and water balance for trees functonning
under this low-level cloud cover. 
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PhD student
Dommo A : Caractérisaton de la couverture nuageuse de saison sèche sur la façade Atlantque de l'Afrique Centrale  :

paterns spataux et téléconnexions océano-atmosphériques, supervisors : A Vondou & N Philippon, Université Yaoundé I,
Cameroun. En cours. 
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